Steamers, Summer and Chebeague...

- News! If you want to dig your own clams, as the new Town, we have made Shellfish Licenses more available. Bring ID with you to the Town Office to get your license. There are licenses still available for:
  1. Non-Residents
  2. Taxpayers (includes non-resident taxpayers!)
  3. Residents
  4. Daily licenses (maybe your visitors would like to dig!)

If arriving when the Town Office is closed, call ahead & speak to one of the Clerks during regular office hours.

- More News! There is a Conservation Closure to let the Baby Clams grow at Indian Island Cove 'til November '09. The Great Bar is still open to clamming, so enjoy the Bar.

- NOTICES of RED TIDE or POLLUTION Shellfish Closures are posted at the Town Office, Boat, Store, Chandlers. These are kept up to date!!

- If you are going clamming and want to know if it is safe to clam, check these posting places, or call the Town Office and follow the prompts to Shellfish.

- Department of Marine Resources Shellfish Sanitation Hotline: 800-232-4733

Our Shellfish Warden keeps the posting notices up-to-date at the Town Office, Boat, Store, Chandlers
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